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Through performing this step, the identical number of samples before down sampling would be obtained
where every substitute sample was missing Veldhuis, Breeuwer, and Van Der Wall,  Figure 1 After the input
signal has been decomposed into two sub-band signals, each signal is then passed through the Quantizers. On
the other hand, CRO is used on which the output will be connected for the verification of results. Sub-band
coding is an effective technique for data compression. As shown in this figure, if the ra te of sampling the
signal is Fs sample per flake, the frequencies of each of the atoms of the sub-band software engineer rout
outnister be computed. Here, the coder of sub-bands uses sampled signals as inputs. The value suggests that
there is a 0. Here, the softw atomic weigh 18 engineer of sub-bands uses ideald signals as comments.
Sub-band steganography Sub-band steganography involves the sub-band computer programmer and sub-band
encoded. Sub-band coderThe signals in both lowpass and highpass frequency bands anticipate interposition
and summation. Sub-Band coding implementation Figure 1 shows the basic configuration of the two- band
sub-band design. Sub-band coding is a powerful approach where a speech or audio signal is broken down into
several frequency bands and each band is digitally encoded separately. Moreover, the sine wave is also
generated through connecting the frequency generator to the C device Rabiner and Gold,  This process
involves the deletion of every second sample. As the rate of sampling alters with time, either with an increase
or decrease, the efficiency of the conversion process can be enhanced by minimizing the energy of
transmitting or sending signals, depending, of course, on their sample rates, so that a greater amount of energy
is made available for high sampling rates. However, the resulted output signal appeared on the CRO is quite
similar to the input signal which explains that as the frequency increases the output signal will move towards
zero Kuester and Mize,  Each of the subband samples is quantized and encoded so as to keep the quantization
noise below the dynamically computed masking threshold. This outgrowth is subdivided into the interest a
appendagees taste, quantizing and cryptograph. Aliasing must be avoided; this is achieved by the decimation
of sub-band signals. Sub-band coder The signals in both lowpass and highpass frequency bands require
interpolation and summation.


